A num erical model is presented for the simulation of cell emptying behaviour when an engraved roller is used to transfer a liquid coating onto a m oving substrate. The threedim ensional unsteady liquid motion is calculated where the¯ow dom ain is bounde d above by a stress-free surface and bounde d below by a moving substrate with a complex pattern of indentations. The physical model is simpli® ed through use of the long-w ave or lubrication approximation appropriate to¯ow in thin liquid layers. Speci® c predictions are m ade for particular cells and patterns. Cell size is found to be the principal determinant of emptying behaviour with larger cells emptying m ore completely. M odelling is currently restricted to the¯ow dom ain benea th the receding meniscus and drainage due to gravity. There are limitations on the dim ensionless m easures of coating speed. It is found that both surface tension and cell orientation are also signi® cant in controlling the rate of drainage. Both Newtonian and shear-thinning¯ow s are consid ered.
INTR ODUCTIO N
M any industrial processes involve the application of a thin coating of a solution/suspension to a web (substrate), in order to alter the surface characteristics of the web after subse quent drying of the liquid (often water). This enables a wide range of produc t characteristics to be created; for exam ple antistatic properties, better ink adhesion for printing applications, or im prove d adhesion of vacuum deposited m etals to provide an oxygen barrier for food products, etc. M inim izing the variability of these surface characteristics is often a stringent requirem ent, depending on the m arket for the product. It is therefore im portant to choose a coating process capable of applying the liquid to the speci® ed level of uniform ity. A wide range of coating operations utilize roll coating technologies to apply the liquid ® lm to the moving web. M any different methods of application exist ranging from single to m ultiple roll system s. In som e cases, the main factor controlling the thickness of the ® lm is determined by the¯ow characteristics between a pair of rolls; primarily the roll velocities and the gap between them. Alternatively, a gravured/ knurled roller may be used, so called due to the large num ber of cells (typically 10s to 100s of m icrons in size) engraved through out its surface. These cells retain liquid when the roll is removed from a bath or enclosed chamber of coating¯uid; a proportion of this liquid is then given up to a rubber applicator roll (e.g. offset coating) or straight onto the web (direct gravure coating).
The advant age of using a gravured roll is that the coating thickness and its variability, especially in the transverse direction, is to a large extent governed by the volum e (and variability in volum e) of the cells which are engraved into the roll' s surface. As the engraving process can be carried out very accurately, this enables the coat weight range to be chosen, and a high degree of uniform ity to be achieved . In order to specify the design of a gravure roll, a method is neede d to predict the fraction of liquid which is removed from the cells. As experimental time on produc tion lines becom es ever m ore costly, there is a grow ing advantage in being able to predict these ® gures from theory. Therefore, a program of work was initiated at the University of Delaware to model the process of liquid evacuation from cells, as a function of cell size and shape, with the objective of identifying the critical parameters neede d to optim ize the design, with respect to cell evacuation fraction. This paper sum marizes the ® ndings to date from this study. Both twodimensional and three-dimensional simulations have been carried out and are described.
In the follow ing section approxim ate evolution equations are presented for¯ow beneath a receding meniscus and also for gravity-driven¯ow dow n a vertical substrate. For both problems the substrate contains gravure indentations. Each of these two problem s correspond to a local solution for a portion of the¯ow on an engraved roller, as show n on the schem atic diagram in Figure 1 .
There does not appear to be previous work on threedimensional simulation of thin layer¯ow s over engraved surfaces. Kim et al. 1 treat thin-layer¯ow s over roughened surfaces, as related to spin coating. They assume an axisym metry geom etry and treat the roughn ess as statistical. The authors have previously considered quasi-static m otion over regular patterns of differing wettability 2, 3 , which is analogous to a doubly-periodic undulating surface. In that work how ever, the goal was to explain the phenom enon know n as`contact-angle hysteresis,' wherein the location of 22 0263 ±8762/98/$10.00+0.00 q Institution of Chemical Engineers Trans IChemE, Vol 76, Part A, January 1998 a m acroscopically observable contact line, where a liquid, vapour, and dry solid m eet, depend s on whethe r the liquid is advanc ing onto, or receding from, the dry surface. The liquid m otion was assumed to be so slow that viscou s forces could be neglected; the free surface of the liquid proceeds from one local minim um -energy equilibrium con® guration to another where only body forces and surface tension are considered. Because of the lim itation to very slow motions, the work is not appl icable to the present problem; it does, how ever, indicate the im portance of representing the full two-dimensional surface description of the substrate. It was found that actual contact line m otions differ greatly from m otions on surfaces whose properties change in one direction only.
Benkreira and Patel 4 did experimental work using a laboratory-scale direct roll coating apparatus. They used three different gravure cell patterns and found signi® cant differences in cell emptying among the three, which they attributed primarily to cell-size effects.
In the follow ing section, a m athematical m odel leading to evolution equations for the liquid layer thickness variation will be developed . Finite difference m ethods for solving the equations are given in section 3. Som e calcul ated unsteadȳ ow s are show n in section 4.
TH E M ATH EM A TICAL M O DEL 2a. Two-D im ensional Unsteady Flow
Before proceeding to the¯ow model in three space dimensions, a simpler two-dim ensional model will be presented. A Newtonian liquid layer is considered bounded above by a tractionless free boundary upon which surface tension acts: z = h(x, t) is the equation of the free boundary relative to the nom inally¯at or`land' area of the engraved plate. Thus h is measured from the zero level of the vertical scale in Figure 2 . The layer is bounded below by a rigid substrate that is moving to the right with constant speed U . Let h 1 (x, t) be the equation of the substrate; it satis® es the equation
where the x, t subscripts signify partial derivatives. This equation states that, in a ® xed coordinate system, the m oving gravure is a constant waveform that is m oving from left to right with speed U . The total layer thickness h 2 = h -h 1 satis® es the lubrication evolution equation
Here Q is areal¯ow rate. Adding equations (1a) and (1b) gives the ® nal evolution equation for the surface,
An equation equivalent to (2) All dim ensional constants in equation (2) can be absorbed by the following scaling. Let h 0 be a m easure of coating thickness, such as the gravure cell depth, to which h and h 1 are referenced. x is made dimensionless using the substrate length scale
and the time unit
W ith the scalings (3a,b), the evolution equation, using dimensionless variables, is simply
The trapezoidal teeth or cells on the m oving plate in Figur e 2 are conven iently generated by Here`Int' signi® es the`integer part function' , i.e. the largest integer not greater than the argument. Equations (5) 
Be cause the coating thickne ss h at the right exit x = x 1 is not speci® ed, the total throughput will arise as part of the solution. In particular, it is controlled prim arily by variations in the upstream meniscus curvature. At the upstream or left end, nom inally x = 0, we ® x the value of h and the slope h x ,
(6d)
For de® niteness h * maybe identi® ed as the distance between the`web' and the gravure land level. In scaled units, Ã h a may be though t of as the`advancing contact angle' for the liquid m oving onto the dry web, that, notionally, is moving from right to left, as the gravure moves from left to right. Before entering the com putational window , from the left, the gravure is fully¯ooded. Using equation (3a), the unsca led advancing contact angle' h a is given by
An alternative explanation for the bounda ry conditions (6c,d) can be given when the gravure plate and the web are widely separated at the receding meniscus. Far away from the gravure plate, viscous forces are small and the m eniscus curvature can be assumed to be constant. By ® xing both the altitude h * and slope h * x at the same point, one can, in effect, specify the m eniscus curvature, which, in turn, is determ ined by the nip location. This curvature is, within the thinlayer small-slope approximation, given by
Justi® cation for the use of constant-curvature meniscii when the altitude h is large can be found in the asymptotic analyses of Landau and Levich 5 and Bretherton 6 . Our prim ary interest is`steady-state,' i.e. tim e-periodic, m otion and the resulting depend ence of residual cell liquid volum e on input parameter values; thus the initial condi tion required to start the computation is less im portant, in the present context. For de® niteness a decaying expone ntial is chosen for h(x, 0) satisfying the bounda ry condition (6c).
2b . Three-Dim ensional Unsteady Flow
Consider a substrate pattern of indenture in two dimensions (x, y) where x is taken in the direction of m otion. Ellis-model shear-thinning rheology is also included. According to this m odel
Here the input parameter s 1/ 2 is the value of shear stress at which the viscosity is equal to one-half the low-stress Newtonian value l 0 . The degree of shear-thinning is also controlled by the input expone nt a ; a = 1 corresponds to Newtonian¯ow and a < 1 is the range for shear-thinning behaviour. The Ellis model is a typical generalized-N ewtonian¯ow law; other laws, for particular applications, can be implemented without dif® culty.
If z is the distance measured norm al to the substrate and the no-slip condition is applied on the substrate and the condition s = 0 on z = h, the constitutive law s = l u z can be integrated to ® nd the velocity pro® le across the thin liquid layer. The integral of the velocity is the vector¯ux Q which, in dim ensional variables, is given by
where U is the substrate speed in the positive x direction and i is a unit vector. Here the pressure gradient has contributions from capillary pressure and gravity which is assum ed to be aligned with the substrate in the positive x direction. Thus
The evolution equation for the free surface follows from application of the globa l m ass conse rvation equation
where = is the two-dimensional differential operator with respect to the orthogonal substrate coordinates x and y. A gravity drainage lubrication¯ow in one space dimension, using the Ellis model, is discusse d in Reference 8.
Two special cases will be considered. These are (i) withdrawal of the gravured substrate from beneath a pinne d m eniscus as in section 2 above, and (ii) gravity drainage from a vertical section of the gravure lying above the knife blade and corresponding to inset (A) in Figure 1 .
For the ® rst problem, the two-dimensional model above
using the substrate length and time scales previously given in equations (3). Calcu lated results will only be show n for Newtonian liquids; thus the perm eability is simply
3 . The second problem is gravitational drainage on a gravure pattern. Here the Ellis m odel will be retained but substrate motion will be ignored. This problem will be used to assess the im portance of non-N ewtonian effects and also the effect of cell orientation. The relevant dimensionless evolution equation is
and s includes the factor in square brackets in equation (9) . For this problem, the substrate length unit is
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Several three-dim ensional cell patterns have been investigated. Typically, cell walls consist of intersecting planes. The cells used in the following examples have¯at bottom s and tapered side walls and are generated by a twodimensiona l generalization of the M inimax procedure given in equation (5) above. The family of cells are trapezoidal solids, essentially similar to the pattern termed`quadrangular' by Be nkreira and Patel 4 . This cell is used either with straight sides parallel to the¯ow direction or turned 458 to the¯ow . Still m ore com plicated cell shapes may be produced by repeated application of the above Minim ax m ethod. A representative gravure pattern is show n in Figure 3 .
NUM ERICAL IMPL EM ENTA TIO N
The dim ensionless form of equations (11) and (12) is solved by a ® nite difference m ethod in space and time. The substrate is discretized into an M´N rectangular com putational dom ain. Spatial derivatives are approxim ated using central differences; thus the m ethod is second-order accurate in space. For the results presented below, sym metry bounda ry conditions were im posed on three of the four sides, i.e.
where n is distanc e in the normal direction at each bounda ry. Time marching is m ade ef® cient using a nove l sem i-im plicit m ethod. It is similar, in principle, to alternating direction (ADI) methods used for secon d-order diffusive problems, as discussed by Peaceman 9 . Nonlinear pre-factors in s are evaluated at the`old' time level. Thus the m ethod is only ® rst-order accurate in tim e. How ever convergence is easily veri® ed und er temporal re® nement and time-steps are adjusted accordingly. Because of the severe stability requirements for an expl icit solution, i.e.
D t < O(D x)
4 , the present m ethod is faster by several orders of m agnitude com pared to an explicit schem e. It is also much faster than time integration were the ADI not used, in which case very large banded system s of equations would have to be solved. Further details of the num erical algorithm , as applied to coating¯ow s on smooth substrates, have appea red 10 . For a given simulation, com puter usage is proportional to the num ber M N of calculated h values. Typical calculations require a few minutes on a PC with a Pentium Pro 200 processor, using the UNIX operating system. Surface pro® les are displayed dyna m ically during the calculation and can be saved for further use either electronically or on videotape.
CALCU L ATED RES ULTS AND DISCU SSION
A periodic array of cells is ® rst considered, arranged in a square pattern and equation (11) solved correspondin g to the receding m eniscus at inset B of Figure 1 . The com putational window used is three cells long and wide as show n in Figure 3 . Each individual cell is trapezoidal in shape. The land area between adjacent cells has a width equal to onehalf the cell width at the top or land level. The cell area, on the land, is thus 44 per cent of the total land area. The entire pattern moves to the right as the com putation proceeds. Three different cell sizes are used, differing in size by a factor of four between the largest and smallest. W hile the dimensionless variables used allow families of shapes to be analysed at once, and the physical parameter values only enter the problem via the units of substrate length and time in equations (3), it is useful to identify a representative set of physical parameters corresponding to industrial coating conditions. Using viscosity l = 0.05 poise, r = 70 dyn es cm -1 and U = 200 cm sec -1 = 400 ft m in -1 , the capillary num ber is Ca = l U / r = 0.14. with an initial expone ntial shape , the liquid surface variation becom es time-periodic after passage of about three cells. The computa tional window is ® xed in space while the gravure pattern moves at constant speed in the direction of x increasing. The`steady-state' m otion becomes periodic with a period equal to the cell passage time, the tim e required for any given cell to move on e wavelength dow nstream. insigni® cant, fraction of the liquid carried away by the gravure is on the lands, rather than in the cells.
Quantitative information for the degree of cell emptying is given in Figure 5 . The liquid/fraction is plotted within the cells versus time for the small, medium , and large-cell cases. The plot show s these quantities averaged ov er all cells within the computational window . A fraction of the cells lie under the meniscus at any time and the cells under the meniscus are full. This fraction varies with time with a period equal to the cell passage tim e. Thus the plot consistently overpredicts the cell liquid fraction remaining, but the curve m inima, within the periodic range, should give a close estimate of the ® nal liquid fraction in a given cell. For the big cells this fraction is about 0.48 increasing to 0.92 for the sm all cells. Also show n for com parison is a curve labelled`medium grooves' . These are cells whose width is equal to that of the m edium cells, but each`cell' extends com pletely across the moving plate. The resulting¯ow is, by sym metry, entirely in the x-direction and is identical to the two-dimensional cases treated in section 2. The groove case was included to show the im portant of dim ensionality.
The m edium grooves has a residua l fraction of about 0.47 com pared with 0.58 for the medium cells. Figure 6 provides similar information, using the small cell pattern, and show s the effect of meniscus curvature. According to equation (7), at a given ® xed value of h * , which is large com pared to the coating layer thickne ss, the curvature j is proportional to the square of the slope there.
Keeping the surface ordinate constant at the left bounda ry of the com putational dom ain, but varying the slope there, allows the m eniscus curvature effect to be ascertain ed. For the three values of slope show n on the ® gure, encom passing about a factor of two in meniscus curvature, the residual fraction varies between 0.92 for the loosely curved m eniscus to 0.64 for the tightly curved case.
For the gravity drainage problem , results are presented for a single cell on an otherwise¯at substrate. Representative cells are of various widths W , all with the same quadrangula r shape , i.e. a truncated four-sided pyramid. Thē at area at the bottom of each cell has a width equal to 0.3W . Re sults are given for two values of the initial land-area coating thickne ss, 0.1h 0 and 0.05h 0 , and for two cell orientations, sides aligned with the body force, termed square' and`rotated 458 , termed`diamond.' The com putational dom ain is a 60´60 m esh, though only half this num ber needs to be com puted because of assumed bilateral sym metry. The gravure cell is 20 m esh units wide. Initially the free surface is taken to be uniform except for two rows at the upstream end where the coating thickness is very small in order to restrict in¯ow .
In general, when gravity drainage is the only m echanism for cell emptying, realistically small cells as used in gravure coating retain virtually all their content for long times. For exam ple, with the physical parameters q = 1 gm cm volum e, equal to 33 per cent of the initial volum e, is seen to be nonuni form ly distributed. More liquid is`piled up' near the downhi ll end of the cell. Such large cells empty quickly with the bulk of liquid emerging as a single coherent drop. Com pared to the square orientation, the diamond cell em pties m ore readily because of a tendency, in the case of the diam ond , for the liquid to run dow n the cell edges to the dow nstream`point' where the resulting concentrated mound m ore easily escapes the retarding effect of surface tension .
In the square orientation, calculations suggest that an irreducible liquid volum e m ay remain as time becomes in® nite. The sharp edges of the cell cause the free surface above these edges to becom e highly curved. The liquid pressure at these edges, because of surface tension, becom es large and drives¯uid away. The liquid coating thickness there quickly thins, becom ing, thereby, effectively im perm eable and preventing further drainage from the cell. Such behaviour, for coating ® lms on substrates with regions of large curvature, has previously been reported 11 . Figure 8 gives drainage histories and includes two additional effects: initial land coating thickness and nonNewtonian behaviour. For all three curves in the ® gure the square orientation is used and the cell size is W = 2L 1 . The solid curve has an initial land coating height equal to 0.1h 0 while the crosses are for an initial land coating of 0.05h 0 . The liquid is Newtonian for both these cases. The diam ond sym bols, labelled (S2NN ), uses a liquid that is shearthinning with an Ellis expone nt a , in equation (9), equal to 1.5. Thus, at high rates, this liquid has a viscosity that decreases as the reciprocal square root of the shear stress.
The constant s 1/ 2 is chose n so that a uniform layer of thickness 0.1 h 0 has the same viscosity as the Newtonian liquid. At early times, the viscosity of the shear thinning liquid within the cell is about half as great as the Newtonian value, due primarily to the greater depth and consequent highe r stress there. The cell empties a bit m ore quickly, initially. Ultimately, the drainage becom es limited by the formation of almost dry regions near the sharp edges, as explained above, and the long-time emptying is virtually the sam e for the three cases.
Drainage has been considered from a pattern of cells in addition to the single-cell cases show n above. For a square pattern of cells, as cells em pty some of their liquid content ow s into cells lying imm ediately below. It is possible that this effect can be minim ized by skewing the cell positions with respect to the drainage direction. This effect will also be present in the meniscus withdrawal problem and cell em ptying m ay be im proved for suitable skewed cell patterns.
CONCLU SIONS
A mathematical model has been developed to describe two important effects relevant to cell emptying in direct gravure roll coating. These are the time-periodic m otion when an engraved plate m oves under a partially-constrained liquid meniscus and the free drainage from gravure cells on a stationary or moving vertical plate due to gravity. The theory used is a simpli® cation of the governing equations, appropriate to¯ow in thin layers where the dom inant forces result from surface tension, gravity, and viscosity. Compared to the exact theory for¯ow of Newtonian liquids, the simpli® ed theory is valid when certain dimensionless param eters are suf® ciently small. These parameters are the capillary num ber Ca = (l U )/ r , Reynolds num ber Re = (q Uh 0 )/ l , and appropriate m easures of the free-surface and substrate slopes. Extended lubrication analyses have been performed in simple problem s to ® nd the higher-order correction in capillary num ber 6 and the leading-order effect of ® nite Reynolds num ber 12 . Ca corrections are expected to be small but Re effects require further investigation. Experim ents 4 show some Re dependence on coating ® lm thickness. An alternating-direction implicit scheme provides ef® cient time-dependent simulation of the m odel. The basic result of the present work is that increasing the size of the gravure cells will greatly increase the degree of cell emptying.
Becaus e the starting slope or meniscus curvature is an input parameter, the model is currently incomplete. A fully predictive model of the gravure coating process will include a uni® ed treatment of the¯ooded region between the roller and the web as well as the m eniscus withdrawal region treated here. Studies of the¯ooded region in two-dimensional problem s are available and em ploy either lubrication theory 13 or ® nite-element analysis 14 . Such a uni® ed m odel must also account for the effects of web tension, speed, and wrap angle, the latter referring to the angular extent of the region where the gravure roller and web are in close contact, as shown in Figure 1 . The present pinned meniscus removes the possibility of the so-called ribbing instability which is often observed in high-speed roll coating applications as a transverse oscillation of this meniscus 14 . The present simulation assumes that thin liquid ® lm s are stable on the gravure material; i.e. there is no tendency to de-wet. This corresponds to a static contact angle, for the coating liquid on the gravure m aterial, that is close to zero. In this case it is predicted that the land area will retain a nonnegligible amount of coating liquid. It is possible that this liquid fraction has been previously considered to be resident in the gravure cavities, thus overestimating the cell fraction remaining there. W etting behaviour on both the gravure roller and the web will also be affected if surfactant is present in the liquid coating. Surface tension gradient effects may become im portant and can be included in the m athem atical model 15 . Three-dimensional effects lead to a signi® cant increase in the predicted residua l liquid fractions com pared to twodimensiona l grooves of the same shape . This could have been anticipated since the liquid surface, above a partially-® lled gravure cell, is`suppor ted' in all four sides by the cell side walls in three dimensions. Cell orientation, equivalent to rotating the square cell pattern 458 into the diam ond position appea rs to improve em ptying behaviour. The present procedure can be used to investigate a variety of periodic patterns in order to optim ize performance.
